We invest in our communities, non-profits, & charitable organizations because doing more for people is just the way we do things.

DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION AT AMN HEALTHCARE.

DE&I is part of our DNA.

Our three pillars of Diversity.

1 RECRUIT
We recruit and onboard candidates in a manner that supports and aligns with our DE&I goals resulting in inclusive representation.

2 CELEBRATE
We foster a culture of respect and inclusion of all backgrounds and perspectives.

3 INVEST
We actively engage diverse suppliers and identify new opportunities to support and grow small, minority, women, LGBTQ+, and veteran-owned businesses.

We want you to be just as involved as we are.

We offer VOLUNTEER TIME OFF for peaceful demonstrations.

We've made a DIVERSE BUSINESS PLEDGE to fund minority-owned businesses.

We provide UNCONSCIOUS BIAS TRAINING & INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP TRAINING for all team members & leaders.

We've created a MENTORSHIP PROGRAM for Black American Owned Suppliers.

We have 10 Employee Resource Groups – and counting!

We invest in our communities, non-profits, & charitable organizations because doing more for people is just the way we do things.

BELIEVE
Black Women Leading In Excellence, Vision & Education

BRAVE
Be Ready Always – Veterans Enterprise

LALA
Latin American Legacy Alliance

LOBE
Loving Our Bodies’ Existence

OPEN
Mental Health Advocacy & Awareness

PACT
Parents & Caregivers Together

PAVE
Power & Value In Equality

PRIDE
LGBTQ + Allies

SLIDE
Strength Lies In Diversity & Equality

WISE
Wisdom + Insight

We have 10 Employee Resource Groups – and counting!

If you want to create an ERG of your own, you have our support.

amncareers.com